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Abstract. This is the last in a series of three papers in which it is shown how the radial 
part of non-relativistic and relativistic hydrogenic bound-state calculations involving the 
Green functions can be presented in a unified manner. The work presented here is concerned 
with the reduced Green functions which arise in second-order stationary State perturbation 
theory. Using a simple linear transformation of the four radial pans of the relativistic 
reduced Green function it is shown how the non-relativistic and relativistic functions are 
special instances of the solution ora general second-order differential equation. 7he  general 
solution of this equation is exhibited in the farm of a Sturmian expansion, and complete 
solutions in bath cases are presented. Rccursion relations are deduced for the radial pans 
of both reduced Green functions and  their matrix elements are examined in detail. As a 
test of the given functions the second-order effed of a perturbation of the nuclear charge 
is calculated and is shown to agree exactly with the value expected from a simple Taylor 
expansion of the hydragenic energy formula. 
1. Introduction 
This is the last in a series of three papers in which we present a unified treatment of 
non-relativistic and relativistic calculations involving the Coulomb Green functions 
(ccm)  for hydrogenic systems. In the previous two papers [ l ,  21 we have seen how a 
linear transformation of the defining radial equations can be used to transform the 
analysis of the relativistic Dirac-Coulomb wavefunctions and Green functions (DCWF~ 
and DCGF~) into a simple generalization of the corresponding analysis of the non- 
relativistic Schrodinger-Coulomb wavefunctions and Green functions (SCWF~ and 
SCGF~). In the present paper we extend this work to include both the non-relativistic 
and relativistic reduced Coulomb Green functions ( R C G F ~ ) ,  which arise when the 
energy variable for the ordinary CGF coincides with an energy eigenvalue. The RCCF~ 
are required in second-order stationary state perturbation theory as is shown in most 
elementary texts on quantum mechanics. 
The definition of the reduced Green functions in an abstract setting is based on a 
consideration of the corresponding definition of the ordinary Green function. The 
ordinary Green function G(z) corresponding to the Hamiltonian H (with eigenvalues 
E and associated eigenstates @ E )  was shown in the previous paper [2] to be represented 
by a sum over the complete set of eigenstates of the system in the following way: 
It is clear from this representation that if the energy variable z is equal to an eigenvalue 
E'  of H the ordinary Green function will be undefined since the denominator will be 
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zero for all states corresponding to this eigenvalue. This difficulty is overcome by 
.defining the reduced Green function G ( z )  to be given by 
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&') = # € # : / ( E  - E ' )  (1.2) 
= r - € '  lim [ G ( z ) - x  &.$:,/(E'-z)] (1.3) 
where the prime on the sum in (1.2) indicates that the subspace of eigenfunctions 
corresponding to eigenvalue E' is to be omitted, and the sum in (1.3) is over that 
subspace. An equivalent definition [3] used by several authors is 
& ( E ' )  =d/dz[(z- E ' ) G ( Z ) ] I ~ = ~ , .  (1.4) 
If H is represented by a differential operator H ,  acting on a Hilbert space of functions 
on R', &z) is itself represented by a function G ( r l ,  r,; z) on R' xR' which satisfies 
(1.5) 
which is the defining differential equation of the reduced Green functions. The RCGFS 
have been calculated from the known forms ofthe CGF using both the limiting procedure 
(1.3) and the differential property (1.4). In this work we will find it convenient to solve 
the defining differential equation (1.5) directly. 
apparently first examined in detail by Hameka [4]. Using the limiting procedure based 
on a calculation of the general radial SCGF he calculated the first term in the partial 
wave expansion of the function for the ground state, giving it in terms of products of 
Whittaker functions. Hostler [3] was able to find a closed form expression for the total 
ground state RSCGF using (1.4), and shortly thereafter derived a series expansion similar 
Two quite different forms of the radial RSCGF corresponding to a general energy 
level were given by Sherstyuk [6] and by Khristenko and Vetchinkin [7]. Both treatments 
are based on known forms for the general radial SCGF. Sherstyuk takes as his point 
of departure the representation of the radial SCGF as the product of Whittaker functions 
(see [2] equation (2.13)) and, with the aid of (1.4) derives a solution consisting of a 
by Johnson and Hirschfelder [8] who have presented a solution for the radial RSCGF 
involving finite series and known special functions, which is, nonetheless, not easy to 
work with and exhibits no obvious means of generalization to the relativistic problem. 
Khristenko and Vetchinkin [7] took as their starting point the Sturmian expansion of 
the radial SCGF ([2] equation (2.6)) and employed the limiting procedure embodied 
in  (1.3) to deduce a Sturmian form for the radial RSCGF. It is this form we will reproduce 
here as a consequence of our unified treatment of the non-relativistic and relativistic 
Attempts to derive a compact formula for the relativistic reduced Dirac-Coulomb 
Green function (RDCGF) have been notably less successful. In the early seventies Zon 
et a /  [9] obtained the ground state RCGF for the second-order Dirac equation from 
which the ground state ~ ~ c c ~ c o u l d  he obtained by application of a three-dimensional 
differential operator, though this was not explicitly done. Manakov and Zaprayagaev 
later [lo] applied a limiting process to a form of the radial DCGF obtained using the 
second-order Dirac equation to find a form of the radial RDCGF for the special case 
of j = n - f .  Both of these methods lead to a form of Sturmian expansion. Hylton [ I l l ,  
taking a quite different position found a general solution for the radial RDCCF based 
(H,,  - E ' ) 6 ( r J ,  r2; E ' )  = a( r ,  - r2) -1 @E,(rJ$L,(r2) 
TI_^ --- _^_I -I ="Le=>:---- ,-^__,^_L ----- c __--. :-  ,..^l_._.\ ... ^ ^  
1 LLC I I u I I - I c i l d l l Y , > , I ~  IT"ULC" ~~,,,u",,,~='-~"",u,,,u u,=Cz11 L U I I ~ L I V I I  ,n>cur, W ' l J  
:o the St-:z-lax expazsioz [5j. 
:&er comp!ic.ted infinite series wriae!? i. terms of T j  .Ed Ti. n.is fnrm w1s si!T?p!ified 
RCGF. 
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on the standard form of the radial DCGF given in terms of Whittaker functions. This 
solution, left in the form of various special functions and integral representations is 
not ideally suited to explicit calculations. 
We have been able to resolve the difficulties associated with discovering general 
forms of the RSCGF and RDCGF by extending the methods introduced in the first two 
papers in this series [l ,  21. In keeping with the general thrust of this work we have 
treated the angular part of the analysis in the standard manner since we believe this 
to be understood well enough to present few difficulties in actual calculations. The 
radial equations in the relativistic case have been treated as before by applying a simple 
linear transformation. In this way the defining radial equations for the RSCGF and the 
transformed RDCGF are seen to be special cases of a more general equation which we 
present and solve in appendix 1. That this should be so is not quite as trivial as it 
appeared to be for the ordinary Green functions considered in the previous paper 12); 
in the present case there are functional differences between the defining radial equations 
for the RSCGF and transformed RDCGF. The solution obtained in appendix 1, along 
with a normalization condition examined in appendix 2, allows us to write down 
Sturmian expansions of the radial RSCGF in section 2 and of the radial RDCGF in 
section 3. The solution of the general relativistic RDCGF given in section 3 in a simple 
and useful form is, we believe, new. Other forms of the solutions, such as those 
presented for the ordinary radial CGFS in [ 2 ]  are not available for the R C G F ~ .  In section 
4 we derive various recursion relations between different radial RCGFI which have been 
given only for the non-relativistic functions in previous studies but which we present 
for the relativistic functions too. These recursion relations are obtained simultaneously 
for both the non-relativistic and the relativistic functions using the results presented 
in appendix 3. In section 5 we show how one might go about calculating matrix 
elements of the Green functions. Again the difference in the method for the two cases 
is minor; we have even been able to give a form of the hypervirial theorem applicable 
in both cases. 
Very often calculations which seem to involve the reduced CGF do so in name only; 
the functions involved are actually general CGFS evaluated at an energy eigenvalue. 
Such calculations include the polarizabilities of the hydrogen atom. We thought it 
important to test our solutions for the RDCGF directly, and this we do in section 6 
where we calculate the second-order energy shift due to a small perturbation of the 
nuclear charge. Obviously this quantity can be found from the Dirac formula for the 
hydrogenic energy levels; our calculation consists then of a sharp test of the main 
results of this paper. Section 6 also contains some concluding remarks to this series 
of papers. 
2. The reduced Schrodioger-Coulomb Green function 
The reduced Schrodinger-Coulomb Green function, e(,, r,; n)  corresponding to the 
energy E, is defined to be the solution, subject to appropriate boundary conditions, of 
where Jlntm(r) =&(r)  Ytm(g) is the Schrodinger-Coulomb wavefunction defined in 
[l], and the sum is over the entire manifold of states with energy E,,. A functional 
form of & suitable for use in specific calculations can be found by following basically 
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the same analysis as was used in solving the ordinary Schrodinger-Coulomb Green 
function [21. We begin by expanding e in terms of spherical harmonics [12], 
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6 ( r l , r 2 ;  n ) = Z  i l ( r l , r 2 ;  ~ ) K , , , ( Q Y L ( ? ~ )  (2.2) 
I, 
and substitute this expansion into (2.1). Application of the orthogonality conditions 
for spherical harmonics leads to two radial equations for g: 
( 2 . 3 ~ )  
(2.36) 
It is immediately clear that for I > n the reduced radial functions are identical to the 
full radial functions obtained in [2], 
(2.4) for I >  n & ( r l I  r2;  n )  = gdr,, r2;  n )  
with the energy variable fixed at the eigenvalue. The solution of the second equation 
requires first a discussion of the appropriate boundary conditions. 
Consideration ofthe forms ofthe full radial Green function and the radial wavefunc- 
tions leads us to require that 
i l ( r l ,  r2 ;  n ) + O ( 4 )  as r , + O  ( 2 . 5 ~ ~ )  
i , ( r , ,  r2 ;  n)+e-'J"" as r,+m (2.56) 
and 
i d r l .  r2 ; n )  = il(r2, rl ; n ) .  ( 2 . 5 ~ )  
We further require that gl be unique. It follows from the general definition of the 
reduced Green functions that they must be orthogonal t o  the relevant energy eigenspace. 
Since adding terms in R., to iI will not affect (2.36) we make the following additional 
restriction on : 
and similarly for r2.  With these formalities over, we can now quite rapidly solve 
equation (2.36). In fact a somewhat more general equation is solved in appendix 1,  
and the solution to (2.3b) follows from the solution presented there with U = n, h = I ,  
and w = I /  an. Thus, in the notation of appendix 1 
& ( r , ,  r ,;  n)=+2m/f i2 in l ( r , ,  12;  V a n ) .  (2.7) 
The values of uA and T* are obtained from the definition of R., given in [I]: 
U! = ( 2 ! 0 n ) ~ ' ( 4 / n ~ a ~ ) ( n  - ~ - l ) ! / ( n + ! ) !  T! = 0. (2.8) 
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The arbitrary constant A, is fixed by the normalization condition (2.6), which can be 
readily calculated given the analysis presented in appendix 2. In fact, in this case 
A, = 1. Thus the final form of the solution is 
& ( T I ,  r,; n )  =+2m/h2(2/on)2'+'(r,r ,) '  e-(rh+rJ/an 
- ( n + / ) L i Z Z (  2r2/ an)] + L i Y 1 (  2r,/ nn)L2.'_+:_,( 2r2/ an ) 
+ [ ( n  - / )L i? / (2r , /an)  - ( n  + I ) L ~ ? ~ ~ , ( Z r , / a n ) ] L ~ " _ , ( 2 r , / a n ) )  . (2.9) 
The asterisk appearing on the summation sign indicates that the term for i = n - I  - 1 
is to be omitted. 
In the previous paper [ 2 ]  various properties of special functions were employed 
to show how many other functional forms of the radial SCCF could be derived from 
the Sturmian form. Similar methods cannot be employed here because of the (omitted) 
singularity within the infinite sum. Nonetheless the Sturmian form for the radial RSCGF 
given in (2.9) can be shown to be appropriate for many applications. This will be, 
therefore, the only form we present in this paper. 
A solution of (2.1) corresponding to the form of the radial SCGF given in terms of 
Whittaker functions [ 2 ]  has been given by Johnson and Hirschfelder [ E ] .  However, 
certain terms in that solution corresponding to products of Laguerre polynomials have 
been obscured by the complicated analysis involved, and the possibility of extending 
the presentation as a whole to the relativistic case is not obvious. An integral solution, 
bypassing the separation into angular and radial parts has been obtained by Hostler 
[3]; again the relevance to the relativistic case is unclear. 
) 
3. The reduced Dirac-Coulomb Green function 
As in the previous section, our treatment here of the RDCGF follows closely the 
development of the full DCGF we presented in [2], and indeed we retain the notation 
of that paper. The Dirac-Coulomb wavefunctions given in [ I ]  will also be employed 
extensively in the following. At the outset, however, we note that the energy eigenvalues 
depend on I K I  alone; thus, whereas in the non-relativistic case there are n - 1  
values of / with energy corresponding to the principal quantum number n, in the 
relativistic case only two values of K. f l ~ l ,  have the same energy for given N. Thus, 
in some ways the RDCCF is easier to deal with than the RSCCF. 
is the 4 x 4  
matrix function satisfying 
The RDCGF G(r , ,  r,; N, y )  corresponding to the energy eigenvalue 
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subject to suitable boundary conditions, and where the summation is for M = I K / * ~ .  
Following the analysis for the general DCGF [2] we expand 6 and \y in terms of the 
spinor spherical harmonics [ 121, 
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Thus, as in the case of the radial RSCGF two separate situations obtain: 
(3.4) 
For k # * K  the radial RDCGF is thus precisely the same as the general radial DCGF 
given in the previous paper, evaluated at E =E,,+ Thus the analysis presented in [ 2 ]  
is immediately applicable and the problem is solved. 
In the case where k = f~ we have a somewhat more difficult equation to deal with. 
Nonetheless a solution along the lines established in [l] and [2] is possible, and this 
we now present. As before we let 
(3.7) 
where 
A unified treatment of the hydrogen atom: 111 
Then 
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The set of four equations embodied in (3.10) separate into two pairs which then 
simplify further. The first pair, relating i y  and @, is 
We now substitute (3.11b) into (3.11a) to eliminate the off-diagonal term; we have the 
added problem of dealing with the wavefunctions however. The analysis is simplified 
using the recursion relations for the relativistic wavefunctions derived in the first paper 
of this series, and which we reproduce here for clarity: 
gYk((r)=(YEO+-ENlk)g2N*(r) (3.12a) 
[ Y ( $ T )  + @ z - E ~ , ] g Y X ( r ) = ( y & " - - E ~ , k ) g ~ ~ ( r ) .  (3.126) 
Then (3.111~) and (3.11b) imply that 
and 
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The second pair of equations is 
( 3 . 1 4 ~ ~ )  
On substituting (3.14a) into (3.146) and using ( 3 . 1 2 ~ ~ )  and (3.126) we find, 
and 
- [kg?*( r l )  + rl)lgFk(r2i)/ fic. (3.156) 
The form of both ( 3 . 1 3 ~ )  and (3.15a) is remarkably simple; these two equations, 
along with the radial equation for the RSCGF, are special cases of a more general 
equation, the solution of which is derived in appendix 1. The appropriate boundary 
conditions can be readily inferred from the solution of the ordinary DCGF. Referring 
to (A1.9), and since in this case, in the notation of appendix 1, 
= ( 2 0 N , ) 2 ’ + 3 ( e ~ ~ / 2 E 3 ( ~  - 1 ) ! / [ ~ 2 ~ +  N +  I ) ( N +  Y)I rv = azUJsN, 
= ( 2 0 N 1 ) 2 1 + 1 ( E ~ 1 / 2 E ~ ) ~ ! / [ r ( 2 Y +  N K N +  ?)I rv-, = azu,/&, 
we can immediately write down expressions for the diagonal radial RDCGF. HowFver, 
it is advantageous to consider the orthogonality condition we are imposing on G, 
1 vkdr , )&, ,  r2; N ,  Y )  dr,=O k = i ~ .  (3.16) 
Expanding V and 8 in spinor spherical harmonics, and transforming the radial RDCFFS 
according to (3.8) leads us to two independent orthogonality conditions: 
l~mi[(kg:k(rl)+aZg2h*(r,)lfi:’(r,. 12) 
+[aZgf”*(r,)+ kgyk(rl)]i?( r I ,  r2))r: dr,  = 0 
+[aZg:*(r,)+ kg,N”(r,)]h*f(r,, r2))r: dr, = O .  
(3.17a) 
(3.176) 
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Expressing the integrands in terms of the diagonal elements only, performing partial 
integrations where necessary and using the recursion relations for the radial wavefunc- 
tions, leads to the following two equivalent conditions: 
(3.18a) 
2 y 2  lom ( E N ?  + az/ rJgFk(  rl rI , rz) r: d r ,  
+ j o m [ k g ~ k ( r , ) + a Z g : * ( r , ) ] ’ r i d r ,  g Y k ( r 2 ) / h c = 0 .  (3.186) 
The integrals involving the Green functions are special cases of one performed in 
appendix 2, while the integrals of the wavefunctions can be performed using the results 
of [ i ]  (appendix 3). We find then that 
A = ! - 1 ~ , . . 2  L’UONr, i r  LsN,(e,,k+E”y)! (?.I?) 
We are now in a position to write down the diagonal elements of the radial RDCGF, 
A - l  = ! -?k~’,,/[s,,(e,,G-E”Y!!. -7 
which are 
KP(r , ,  r2) = 2 ~ ~ ~ ( ~ ~ ~ k + ~ ~ y ) / [ f i c ( k +  ] ( 2 ~ ~ ~ r ~ ) ’ ( 2 o ~ , r ~ ) ~  e-(‘r+‘2)’+7 
(N-l)!  
+(&idE3 T ( 2 y + N +  l ) ( N +  y )  
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Notice that h*” and L2’ are symmetrical in r ,  and r, .  This is not the case for the 
off-diagonal terms, which can he easily deduced using the results of appendix 3. Thus 
(3.1 1 b )  and (A3.8), together with the explicit forms ofthe Dirac-Coulomb wavefunction 
given in [l], imply that 
@ ( r l ,  = N W k +  Y ) I ~ ( ~ I -  r 2 ) / G  
+ 2i i i ;v / [*C(k + y) : (2*iNyi , )  1-’(?iiiNI:2)1 e-~~,+’J%7 
x {[( N + 1)L2Ny;:(2wNyrl) - (27 + N - 1 ) L ~ ~ ~ ( 2 w N , r I ) ] L z N ’ - ” y r 2 )  
+ 3L2Ny~’(2wNIrI)L2Ny--t:(2wNyr2) 
+ L2NY-’(2wN,r,)[NLflY+’(2wN~r~) - ( 2 y +  N)L2Ny?i(2wNyr2)])). (3.22) 
Similarly, (3.156) and (A3.13) imply that 
h*L2(rl, r2)  = @ ( r 2 ,  r I ) .  (3.23) 
We have now found useful functional representations of the radial RDCGF, rep- 
resentations we believe to be new. I t  remains to note that the non-relativistic limit is 
consistent with the radial RSCGF found in the last section. In fact, using exactly the 
same methods as were used in the first two papers of this series to ascertain the 
non-relativistic limit of the radial Dirac-Coulomb wavefunctions and the radial Dirac- 
Coulomb Green function wesee that for k = l k l = l  and for k=-lkl=-I- l  
(3.24) 
4. Recursion relations for the radial Green functions 
In appendix 3 we prove that 
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and, since g is symmetric in r, and r2 and the delta function is even, 
+ U ~ - , / ( Z U ) ~ ~ + ~ { ( A ~ - , + ~ ) L ? ~ ' ( ~ U ~ ~ ) L ~ ~ ~ ~ , ( ~ ~ ~ ~ )  
+L2*-1 (2or,)[(v - A)L:*_t,'(2wr2) - (  ~+A)L>?-~(2mr~)] 
+ [ ( v - A +  l)L?:!+l(Zwr,)-(v+A - l)L?~',(2wr,)]Lt*;' ,(2wr,)J).  
(4.2) 
If at this point we make the assumption that 
uA-,/uA = ~ ~ - ~ / r ~  =(v2-A2)/(20)' (4.3) 
(which is clearly true for the particular values of uA and rA relevant to the RSCGF and 
RDCGF) then we can combine (4.1) and (4.2) to deduce the fundamental recursion 
relation, 
A -[.,++ Lu-A-,(2~r,)L?-y-, 2*+l (2wr2) = - r A ( r , r z )  e 
( ) A - '  e-(r,+r2)u Lv-,. 2 A - I  (20r,)Ltl;'(2wr2) +T,-, r,r2 
+U,,( V* - A2)/(2~)2[A, -A,_,] 
(4.4) 
* - [ r ,+ , , )uL2n- l  (2wr1)LzAL,(2~r2).  
I r2 e 
Two further relations can be readily derived from (4.4). We note first the two recursion 
relations proven in [l]  and restated here as (A3.4) and (A3.9). These two relations 
imply that 
[ A  ($ -?) + UU] r* e-'"L?<',(2or) 
1812 
Now, by virtue of the definition of g, equation (AI.]), we have 
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+ w ~ ( A ~ -  v ' ) & - , ( r , ,  r 2 ;  w )  
+(U*-] + TA-,/ r A r I  r2)A-'  e - " ~ + ' ~ ' - ~ : l ; ' ( ~ w r , ) ~ : l ; ' ( ~ o r , ) .  
= w 2 ( h 2 -  u 2 ) & , - , ( r l ,  r ,;  w ) - 6 ( r , -  r 2 ) / r l r 2  
(4.7) 
Thus, the fundamental relation (4.4) together with (A3.4), (4.5) and (4.7) implies that 
+ w 2 ( h 2 -  u 2 ) g v A - l ( r l ,  r2 ;  w )  
- (h2uA,_, +o u ~ ~ - ~ ) ( r ~ r ~ )  *-I e - i r > + r * l u L:1;'(2wrl ) LE;' (20r2) 
+a( u2 - A 2)uA-1 (A, -AA+,)( r, r2) e 
- r : r : - 'L t l : ' , (20r , )L~; ' (2wr2) ] .  (4.8) 
This relatively complicated equation represents a A-lowering relation for the &. In 
fact, as we shall soon see, for the particular cases of the radial FSCCF and RDCGF the 
relation simplifies. 
A A-raising relation can he derived in an entirely analogous manner, using now 
(A3.9) and (4.6). We find in this case that 
=A28(rl - r2) / ( r l r2)  
*--I 2* 1 L , ,  ( 2or1) L:?;L(20r2) 
- a ( 2 w ) 2 T A - ,  e-(r,+,JO[r*-l , r2Lv-,, A (2wr,)LY>-l(2wr2) 
+wz(A2-u2)g*vA(r , ,  r,; w )  
- (A~u,, + wuTA)(r,r2)* e - ( ' l + ~ ~ ' L ~ - ~ ~ , ( ~ o r , ) ~ ~ - ~ ~ , ( 2 w r ~ )  
- $ u ~ ( Y ~ - A ~ ) ( A ~ - A ~ - ~ ) ( ~ ~ ~ ~ )  e 1 ~ , _ , _ , ( z w r , ) ~ : h + , l , ( 2 w r ~ )  
+ r: ri-' Ly-lL,(2wrl) Ltl;'(zwr,)l.  
= A26(r, - r 2 ) / r , r 2  
A I ,A+, 
-LT ( v 2 - ~ 2 )  e- ir ,+rJ[rA-l  I r2LU-* A 2*-I  (2wrl)Ly-:l,(2wr2) a A  
(4.9) 
The recursion relations given above for the general radial RCGF subject to the 
condition (4.3) can he applied to the specific functions we are considering in this paper 
quite easily, All that is required are the particular values of ' T ~ ,  rk, and A, relevant to 
the radial RSCCF and RDCGF. In both cases (4.3) holds, and it is a simple matter, given 
the definitions of the wavefunctions presented in [I], to derive the following formulae. 
In  the non-relativistic case, (4.8) and (4.9) become 
(4.10) 
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and 
(4.11) 
In the relativistic case we find, in the notation of [ I ] ,  
and 
In the relativistic case the fundamental relation (4.4) is actually a relation between the 
off-diagonal terms of the radial RDCCF. 
The recursion relations for the radial RSCCF (4.10) and (4.11) were given in a 
slightly different form in [SI. The relations for the relativistic functions are, we believe, 
new. 
5. Matrix elements of the radial RCGF 
In the previous paper [21 we presented two different techniques which lead directly 
to formulae for matrix elements of the radial CGF. The first, and most general technique 
depends on the evaluation of double Laplace transforms (DLTS) of the radial CCF, and 
allows for the direct computation o f a  wide range of matrix elements. Though various 
different forms of the DLT were given, rather complicated analysis would be required 
for some calculations, especially if the number of terms involved was significant. 
Compact expressions for a somewhat more restricted .class of matrix elements are 
possible using the second technique, which is basically a generalization of the hyper- 
vinal theorem well known in the study of matrix elements of hydrogenic wavefunctions. 
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Both techniques become rather less useful when applied to the RCGF, in the first 
case because we have only presented one form for the radial RCGI: (the Sturmian 
form), and in the second case because the defining differential equation for the radial 
RCGF contains additional terms. 
Nonetheless these difficulties do not often emerge in actual calculations involving 
the RCGF. Usually we are interested in the matrix elements of the radial RCGF with 
respect to the corresponding wavefunction. In this case, the energy variable of the 
RCGF coincides with the eigenvalue of the wavefunction. In such circumstances, concise 
expressions for the matrix elements may be found by appealing to the orthogonality 
properties of Laguerre polynomials. For example 
implies that 
e-or,rA+l ? A + ,  * + I  2*+l , f&-,(Zwr,)&(r,, r,; w )  e-"2r2 L,-,-,(20r2) dr ,  dr, 
= u ~ A J ( ~ w ) ~ " + ~ [ ~ ( u + A  + I ) / ( u  -  - l)!]'. 
Similarly, since 
and 
3F2( I )  = ( b -  l ) / ( u -  l ] [#(b-l)-@(b-o)]  a # 1, % ( b -  a ) >  0 (5.4) 
we can easily show that 
jaw e - ~ ' , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' ( 2 w r , ) ~ ~ ~ ( r , ,  r,; w )  e-"zr2Lu-A A 2 --1 (2wr2) dr, dr, 
= (20)-~^-'[ r( u + A ) /  ( U - A )  !I2{ vA (U - A ) 2 (  A, - 4A)/ (20 )**+I 
+4h2(u-A - l ) ! /r (  U +  A +  1)[$( u + A +  1 ) -  @(2A+ l)]}. (5 .5 )  
These two integrals are required for the calculation of the relativistic shift in the energy 
due to a small perturbation of Z, the nuclear charge, in hydrogenic ions. Though this 
calculation is of no intrinsic interest, given that the standard formula for the energy 
levels is still valid, it nonetheless provides us with a simple test of the validity of many 
of the results obtained in this paper, and is therefore presented in section 6. 
Aithough many other such inregrais can be derived from rhe basic properiies of 
Laguerre polynomials, if all else fails we can resort to the calculation of matrix elements 
from the double Laplace transforms, 
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The general form for I?, which we omit here, is found as in 121 using the formula 
iom r" e-"'"[r" e-""L:"+'(Zwr)] d r  
(5.7) 
A particular case of the DLT, which has attracted attention elsewhere 1131, is 
obtained when &, = &*= A +  1. Then the hypergeometric functions in (5.7) become 
unity and we find 
-p+,  - / W K P , + l ) ( P , +  1)1-2"-2 
.e:lA+,(Pl,P2; w )  
X 
X [( v + A + I ) (  PI + PJ - (U - A - I)(l/P, + l/Pz) +An] 
V ~ / ( ~ U ) " + ~ [ I - (  V +  A + I ) / ( v  - A - lj!]2(PlE'Jz'-A-r ( 
where P , = ( p , - l ) / ( p , + l )  and P,=(p,- l ) / (p2+lj .  The infinite sum in  this 
expression can be transformed in such a way as to reduce to a finite sum when A is 
an integer, as is the case for the radial RSCGF. We begin by noting that 
and, for ,E not a positive integer 
where y = @( 1)  is Euler's constant. Thus in the non-relativistic case, when A = / and 
U = n we have 
(5.12) 
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while in the general case 
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r(2A + 2 +  i) 3 . (PIP,)' 
i=o t ! ( A + l - u + i )  
i ! r ( v + A - i )  
(5.13) 
The non-relativistic case can also be treated by splitting the infinite sum into two parts, 
Zz i ! ( I + l - n + i )  (21+l+i ) !  (PI P2) 
a result which has been derived in a different manner elsewhere 1131. 
of the hyperviriai theorem wmcn we ~reaieu 111 L L J .  
operators A:?;*, and B:?;". related by 
The final method of obtaining matrix elements we will consider here is an extension 
Y C L V ~ G ,  nr a ~ a u L x . u  .,- .a-,- < . ~ L  ~~~~ &_.^ *._1 :.. r l ,  A n  .,,~ ~ . C C . . m P  ..,P her,- 
AL?;w,(rA e-"'Ly-y-,(2wr)) 1 d2 2 d A'(A'+l) 2w'u' -+- -_ dr2 r d r  r2 r 
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which may be compared with [2] (6.3). Further reduction is possible if a third operator 
C?;-, exists, such that 
= (uA,+ rA,/r)AYy;y.(r* e-"'L?-+,',(2ur)) (5.17) 
since, in that case, by the hypervirial theorem for wavefunctions, the integral and thus 
the second term on the RHS of (5.16) vanishes. 
6. Worked example and conclusions 
Since the Sturmian form of the radial RDCGF is rather complex, we consider it important 
to test it here by employing it to solve a problem for which the solution is already 
known. Suppose we perturb the nuclear charge Z by a small amount q and calculate 
the resulting second-order shift in the energy levels. This can be done easily enough 
by expanding the relativistic energy, 
3 = z-c2(+ ?)/[('"I+ r)2+ (cz)2j'/2 (6 . ! )  
as a Taylor series in q. The coefficient of q2, representing the second-order shift, is 
then given by 
A ~ E ~ ~ ~ ~ ,  = - ( a t 1 ) 2 m ~ 2 / ( 2 y 3 ) [ ( ~ 2 +  N ~ ' ) / [ N ~ +  K 2 + z ~ ~ i 3 ' 2  
+3(K2-  y z ) N y ( K 2 +  " y ) / [ N Z +  K2f2Ny]S'2]. (6.21 
Alternatively, we might try to use second-order perturbation theory, in which case the 
energy shift is given by 
which becomes, written in terms of the transformed radial functions, 
The radial integrals of off-diagonal terms may be simplified by noting that @(r,, r2) = 
&'(r2. rI). The remaining integrals are performed using (5.1) and (5.3) and integrals 
given in [l] appendix 2. Some tedious manipulation Of the resulting expressions leads 
directly to (6.2). Thus we see not only that the results of section 3 are consistent with 
this calculation, but also that real and exact calculations are possible within the 
framework of our analysis. 
The whole purpose of this series of papers has been the presentation of a method 
by which exact relativistic calculations of second-order processes may be reduced to 
simple generalizations of equivalent non-relativistic calculations. In a further paper 
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we will present a detailed analysis of the relativistic polarizability of the hydrogen 
atom. Many other second-order processes may be treated in a similar manner; for 
example, the calculation of relativistic two-photon decay rates can be seen to reduce 
to a generalization of the non-relativistic calculation. As far as we are aware, while 
the non-relativistic decay rates have been treated analytically, the corresponding 
relativistic calculation has only been performed numerically [14,15]. An analytical 
calculation would serve to clear up  discrepancies between these numerical treatments. 
While the most significant aspect of the analysis presented in these three papers 
has been the simplification of calculations of relativistic second-order processes in 
hydrogen-like atoms, this is by no means all we have achieved. As a consequence of 
our treatment of the relativistic equations we have brought to light close similarities 
between the relativistic and non-relativistic functions. We have seen how the wavefunc- 
be treated as specific instances of more general functions, the recursion properties of 
which we have found in a general manner. The integral properties of these general 
functions when specialized to the non-relativistic or relativistic cases lead to powerful 
tools for calculating matrix elements. It is likely that further properties of the general 
functions exist which, when discovered, will simplify relativistic calculations even 
further. 
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Appendix 1. General solution of the radial RCGF defining equation 
In this appendix we find the solution of a general radial RCCF defining differential 
equation which allows us to treat both the relativistic and non-relativistic cases in 
sections 2 and 3 in the same manner. The problem is to solve 
(Al.]) 
(A1.2) 
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and, appealing to the recursion relation for Laguerre polynomials given in appendix 4, 
(2wr -2v)LE>-,(2wr) = -[(U - A)LF-y (2wr) + ( Y + A)Ly-:y,(2wr)]. (A1.4) 
Thus, taking as our starting point the solution to the corresponding defining equation 
for the general radial CGF ([2], appendix 1) and noting ([l] equation (3.28)) 
we find 
- - k l r  - * \ I *  I + l r r  Cr  I *  \ I r  . . \ A p - ( ' l + ' 2 ) ~ l l * + '  (?,.>" 
" \ , I  ,L,, . I , L  ,"A ' A i  *,,,*I.>, -"--*-I\-- .  I ,  
x ~:1:1,(2wr~) +uA/2wrt-'rt e-(',++ 
x [ (U -A)L:-y(2wr,) +( U +  A )  L ? - ~ ~ 2 ( 2 w r , ) ] L F - ~ - , ( 2 w r ~ )  (A1.6) 
where, in the last step we have used our representation of the delta function ([2] 
equation (A1.19)) 
= ( 1 / 2 ~ ) * " ~ 6 ( r , - r ~ ) .  (A1.7) 
Now, since 
d2 2 d A(A+l) 2wu -+- --p+--w 
(dr' r d r  r2 r 
x ( ~ J ( 2 w ) ~ r '  e-'"[( U -A)L:l:'(2wr) - (  u+A)L?+;-,(2wr)l} 
= -uA/2wr"-' e-'"'[( Y -A)L>:'(2wr) +(U+ A)L?-y-2(2wr)] (A1.8) 
and, given (A1.5) with i =  U - A  - 1, we find as a solution to (Al.]) symmetrized with 
respect to r, and r, 
2 * + y r  )& ivA(r1.r2;w)=(2w) 1 2  
where A, is an arbitrary constant, to be determined by the normalization conditions. 
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Appendix 2. The normalization integral 
In this appendix we calculate the general normalization integral given by 
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=~oar:+'e-"lgsA(r,, r,; w ) [ ( u ~ r l + ~ ~ ) L ~ ~ - , ( 2 0 r , ) ] d r ,  
= Iom r:" e-w'lguA(rl, r,; w )  x [ -u*(u-A) /2oLt l+ , l (2wr , )  
+ (uUA/w + TA)L?-?-l(20rJ -UA( U + A)/20L?-?-,(2wrl)] dr, ( A 2 . 1 )  
since (see appendix 4) 
x L 2 A + l  (x)  = -( Y - A )  L~*_:L( X) + Z U L ~ ~ : ' , ( X )  - ( U  + A )  L?--:~~(x).  
Now, taking note of the form of &,, given by (A1.2)  and the orthogonality property 
of Laguerre polynomials, 
jome-"x"L:(x)L:(x)  dx = S.,,I'(n + a + l ) / n !  ( A 2 . 2 )  
we deduce that 
I -"r*Lz*+' 
A - e v - A - , ( 2 w * 2 ) ~ A / ( 2 ~ ) z  
X [A,  - 2 ~ ~ u / ( 2 w ) ~ * + ' T ( v +  A + l ) / ( u -  A - l)!] 
where we have used ( A 1 . 2 )  to eliminate T& from the RHS. 
( A 2 . 3 )  
Appendix 3. Single variable difierential properties 
In this appendix we examine [A(d/dr ,+(A+I) /r , ) -oul~ , (r , ,  r 2 ;  o) and [A(d/dr,- 
( A - l ) / r , ~ + w u ] ~ " ~ - , ( r , , r ~ ; o ) .  Just as in the case of the ordinary radial CGF [ 2 ]  
knowledge of these two expressions is required for the calculation of the off-diagonal 
terms of the radial RDCGF (section 3), as well as for the derivation of various recursion 
relations (section 4). We follow closely the method of [ 2 ]  (appendix 2) although the 
analysis is here complicated by the presence of additional terms in the general radial 
RCGF. To facilitate the presentation we begin by splitting the radial  into two parts, 
&(rl,  r,;  0 ) = ( 2 w ) ~ * + ~ ( r , r ~ )  e * - ( r ,+ ,J '"  
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so that 
SuA(rl ,  (A3.3) 
Now since ([l] equation (3.29)) 
(A3.4) 
we find 
(A3.5) 
where we have employed the representation of the delta function given in ( [ 2 ]  equation 
(A1.19)) as well as the special relationship between uA and T, given in (A1.3). We also 
find, from (A3.4) 
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and thus, combining (A3.5) and (A3.6) 
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+ uA( vz - A ~ ) / ( ~ ~ ) ~ * + ~ { ( A ~   2 ) L t l ; ' ( 2 o r , ) ~ t * _ : 1 , ( ~ o r , )  
+ [ ( U  - A  + 1)L~-;~,(2wr1) - ( U +  A - I)Ly-r,',(2wr,)]Ltl:',(2wr~) 
+ Ly-;'(Zwr,)[(v -A)L?-y(2wr2) - (v+A)Ltl',',(2wr2)]} ) . (A3.8) 
This constitutes our first main result of this appendix. 
The second calculation is performed in a similar manner. Since ([I] equation (3.30)) 
we now deduce that 
( i + l ) !  i i"+:iiwr,)i~~;:j2wr2) 
m 
x,?: r ( Z A + l + i ) ( A + I + i -  v) 
(A3.10) 
and 
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we can combine (A3.10) and (A3.11). and thus find 
+ ~ 7 , _ , / ( 2 w ) ~ " + ' { [ ( u -  A)L? fY(2wr , )  - ( v + A ) L ~ ~ , ' , ( 2 w r , ) ] L t l ; ' ( 2 o r , )  
+(2+A,_,)Ltl:1,(2wr,)L>_;'(2wr,)+L2,1:l,(2wr1) 
x [( U - A +  l ) L t l ; : , ( 2 w r , ) - ( u + A -  1)L>Li,(2wr2)])) (A3.13) 
which constitutes the second result we wished to present in this appendix 
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